Introduction to the techniques of molecular biology.
The purpose of this chapter is to outline some of the common recombinant DNA methods in use today. These techniques are usually employed to isolate a defined portion of the genome, mostly a gene, from an organism or tissue of interest and, thereafter, to characterize the structure and function of this genetic material. To isolate a gene, genomic DNA is extracted from a selected tissue. For a better handling the relatively large DNA molecules are cut into a mixture of fragments by restriction endonucleases. The fragments are then separated from each other according to their size by gel electrophoresis. A procedure called Southern blotting is used to verify the presence of the desired gene in one of the DNA fragments separated on an agarose gel. The DNA fragments are transferred from the gel to a filter whereby the original fragment pattern is maintained. Then, a single-stranded DNA or RNA probe specific for the gene to be isolated is hybridized to its target fragments fixed to the filter. A radioactive or fluorescent tag is attached to the probe for subsequent identification. In cases where only transcribed sequences are to be isolated cytoplasmic messenger RNA (mRNA) is prepared instead of DNA. Analysis of RNA by a technique similar to Southern blotting is termed Northern blotting. Preservation of DNA sequences is usually achieved by DNA cloning. DNA cloning involves the insertion of a DNA fragment into a DNA vector and the stable incorporation of the recombinant DNA into a suitable host. Propagation of the host facilitates the amplification of the recombinant DNA for subsequent analysis.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)